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Teach - in:\

SPEAKERS BLAST DOSCO, GOVERNMENTS
By J.P. GOLDRING tions. The first was the trend to close down various 

phases of the operations until there was little left be
sides the basic steel mill. The other trend was to 
invest money almost exclusively in replacement and 
upkeep of present facilities, with relatively no ex
pansion and diversification. In short, he said, there 
has been a basic lack of enterprising management. 
Hawker-Siddeley, he noted, promised to correct the 
“mismanagement" when it took control of DOSCO 
several years ago.

The other speakers were no more complimentary 
to DOSCO than was Father Hogan, but Canon French 
took top honors for bluntness. Criticizing the gov. 
ernment’s position, he exclaimed “Isn’t it a pitiful 
sight to see a sovereign state down on its knees be
fore an octopus, vulture, parasite such as Hawker. 
Siddeley?” It was comments such as these which in
terrupted Canon French and Norton with repeated ap
plause, while the bland assurances and expressions 
of concern of the Conservative and Liberal spokes
man were greeted with polite clapping at best.

DOSCO must be t he main loser in the present 
troubles over the Sydney steel plant. So said sev- 
eral speakers at Thursday’s Teach-in, and the audi
ence approved their stand enthusiastically.

The NSUS-sponsored teach-in on “DOSCO and Nova 
Scotia’s Future” brought to the King’s College gym 
representatives of labor and the Sydney community, 
as well as politicians and academics. A wide-rang
ing discussion followed on last month’s announce- 
ment that DOSCO would close its operations at Syd
ney early next year. IIIÀ

* >TO PAY OR NOT TO PAY

The audience showed most interest in the question 
of compensating DOSCO for property to be taken over 
by the government. Municipal Affairs Minister Mac- 
Neill, representing Premier Smith’s Conservative 
government, claimed that the owners would lie paid 
enough to cover the plant and its inventory: The 
financial position of DOSCO would be no worse and no 
better than if it had carried out its plan of closing 
April 30th” he explained. But Nova Scotia’s New 
Democratic Party Leader Dr. James Aitchison ask
ed “Why NOT make DOSCO worse off? It has run the 
Sydney plant into the ground. He was echoed more 
strongly by John Norton, who said, “I don’t think the 
government should pay Hawker Siddeley one single 
cent for the DOSCO works in Sydney.” Norton, a 
Union official from Toronto, represented the United 
Steel Workers of America at the Teach-in.

The audience of about 300 reacted most favorably 
towards Norton and those speakers who took a highly 
critical stand on DOSCO and recent provincial and 
federal governments. Norton’s call for outright ex
propriation evoked the loudest and most prolonged 
applause of the evening.

BUYING TIME, SELLING TIME

“The prime aim of the government’s efforts was to 
buy time” said MacNeill, and Canon French counter
ed with “They sold time and now they want to buy it 
back. We only wish that they had not stood by and al
lowed these things to happen.”

MacNeill gave what the Chairman, Edmund Morris, 
called a “chronology of crisis”, detailing the 
government’s actions since it received word of DOS- 
CO’s intentions. Claiming that the government had 
had no way of predicting this announcement, he 
praised Premier Smith’s 39 days of work and con
cluded that finally “Premier Stanfield was able to an- 
nounce that an agreement had been reached.” Others 
were not so uncritical of Smith’s work. “After 39 
days of hectic labor” charged Dr. Aitchison, “they 
have brought forth only a sickly mouse.” Canon 
French expressed disgust at the “laissez faire” 
manner in which the governments allowed DOSCO and 
the Sydney mills to “drift along”.
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DOSCO’S ROLE IN SYDNEY

Nobody on the platform that night was inclined to 
defend DOSCO’s role in the crisis now facing the 
province. The corporation was invited to send 
a spokesman to the Teach-in, but declined.

The most elaborate condemnation of DOSCO and 
its parent company, Hawker Siddeley of Great Bri
tain, came from Father Andrew Hogan of the Econo
mics Department of St. Francis Xavier University. 
Father Hogai traced the policies of DOSCO since the 
end of World War I, after explaining to the audience 
some of the aspects of steel-making. He concluded 
that many innovations in the steel process have not 
been incorporated into the DOSCO works. The equip, 
ment there is many years older and technologically 
inferior to that of Stelco, Dofasco, and the Algo ma 
Steel Company. These three and DOSCO produce 90 
per cent of the steel made in Canada, he said.

Father Hogan traced two policies of the DOSCO 
managers which he claims led to the present condi-

Nonchalance, severity, concentration, gloom, and 
boredom mark the faces of five speakers at the

Teach-in on DOSCO And Nova Scotia’s Future. The 
event, sponsored by the Nova Scotia Union of Stu-

dents, was held November 14 in the King’s College 
auditorium.WHAT NEXT?

The government, said MacNeill, will carry on the 
DOSCO works in one way or another until April 30, 
1969. Having bought time, he concluded, “every 
avenue will be explored by the best people we can 
find” in the next 17 months. But he did not commit 
himself on the pros and cons of any one solution. 
Other speakers were not so inhibited about advocat
ing courses of action. Dr. Aitchison observed that 
the government was still able to “create a hole 
through which the whole economy of Cape Breton may 
fall”, while Norton claimed that it would be unfair to 
build up DOSCO with tax revenues and then turn it 
over to some private concern so that the profits 
might be taken just as DOSCO “milked” Sydney’s

steel industry over the past decades. Father Hogan 
spoke out for continuing government ownership. He 
demonstrated how an investment of $65-$75 million 
could make the Sydney works fully operative on 
a competitive basis. All speakers felt that whatever 
steps were taken, the federal government should 
support the provincial efforts with considerable 
financial help.

Three other speakers claimed that the mistakes or 
misdeeds of DOSCO could be blamed at least in part 
on the economic system as it now stands. Dr. Ait
chison said that corporations should not be allowed 
by law to carry on as DOSCO has done, and Canon 
French asserted “It is intolerable that any corpora
tion can condemn the economic life of a community. 
But let’s not blame DOSCO: they couldn’t do anything 
within the system.”

second half was open to discussion and questions 
from the audience.

Summing up the evening for both the radio and live 
audiences, Chairman Edmund Morris noted t h e 
strong reaction of the audience against the attitudes 
of DOSCO and in favor of strong government action 
to soften or prevent the blow to Cape Breton, and to 
prevent such a crisis from arising again.

Dr. Aitchison appeared to speak for most of the 
audience when he remarked in ending his speech, 
“The government owes to the people of Cape Breton 

and three other Maritime stations, was divided into and the people of Nova Scotia to keep the Sydney steel 
two parts. Each speaker had been asked to give a mill going until alternate industries can be found or
presentation of about 12 minutes in the first part. The until it can continue on a sound basis.”

!

MORRIS CONCLUDES:
The Teach-in, which was carried over CHNS-FM

THE SYSTEM
MacNeill spoke of the surprise with which the pro

vince received DOSCO’s announcement. Others did 
not act so surprised, particularly Father Hogan.
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Broun raps white left
;■

By MARC STEINER 
Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (CUP-LNS) — H. Rap Brown, the 
chairman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee told Columbia University white radicals 
that he considers them brothers in the vanguard of 
a revolution.

Dispelling the notions of black chauvinism general
ly associated with him in the professional press, 
Brown emphasized the need for black-white unity in 
forging an A merican revolution.

“A revolution is not a white or black thing,” Brown 
said. The talk was sponsored by Columbia’s Afro- 
American Society.

Brown said the increasing militancy and revolu-

w tionary tactics of white leftists have brought them 
closer to black militants.

‘•We have a common problem --our extermina
tion,” Brown said. He explained this problem by 
asserting the government has readied 24 concentra
tion camps, with a capacity of 300,000. Brown cited 
the existence of renovated camps, first built in the 
1940’s, when they were used for Japanese-Ameri- 
cans. Brown warned that black and white revolu
tionaries must be prepared to resist a wave of re
press ion launched in the name of ■• American 
security”.

Zeroing in on his student audience, Brown urged 
a redefinition of university education. He said tint 
“the university is a job filler,” and warned students 
not to waste their four years in irrelevancies. The\ 
should do vital research on the government's .ictiv- 
ities against the people of this country and of the 
world.

If students get these facts and ideas across to 
people, Brown said, they will be fulfilling an im
portant role -- raising the consciousness of the 
American people.

While praising both black and white rebellions 
clearly directed at the corporate imperialist state, 
he had sharp words for people of both colours whose 
roles were not revolutionary.

He condemned the hippie as “an apolitical person 
in a time when we need political people."

He likewise condemned the newly-elected mayor of 
Cleveland, Carl Stokes, as a typical ••Negro”, a 
man who lacks awareness of the true racist nature 
of American culture and of the beauty and proud 
history of the black people. He said that Stokes “has
no real relevance to the Black movement................
no real power in that city, which is controlled b\ 
white corporations. He will be a tool ot the gov. rn- 

He has a role of an oppressor of the black- 
people. And as a Democrat he is our enemy.”
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MACNEILL
“We bought time.

FRENCH
“Octopus, vulture, 

parasite.”

NORTON
“Not one single cent.”

AITCHISON 
“History of neglect.”

DOSCO
Invitation declined

HOGAN
“$65 to $75 million.”
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V/ 'j million SMU residence
ChristmasBy J.P. GOLDRING

Dalhousie may soon find a new university just 
around the corner. The name — Saint Mary’s Uni
versity — will be the same, but changes now afoot 
will alter the look and part of the character of the 
whole instituition.

The most obvious change is the university’s new 
building program which is expected to cost about $10 
million in the next three years.

The major addition is a $3.5 million residence 
(shown at right), already under construction. It will 
be ready for 240 students next September. The 17- 
storey addition, accommodating 365, will be ready by 
January, 1969, and another 22-storey extension is 
planned for later construction. It will contain apart
ments suitable for married students and professors.

Other changes include extensions to the present 
library, science building, and SUB. All three build
ings were constructed since 1964, and are designed 
to allow expansion either up or outwards. The library 
and the science building will soon be doubled in size, 
while the SUB will have four stories added to it. The 
present residence will be turned into offices and 
class-rooms as soon as the new one is ready.

The President of SMU, Fr. Henry Labelle S.J., 
told the GAZETTE that the university’s plans include 
a new academic building and possibly an auditorium 
and gymnasium as well. There are no definite dates 
set for any of these projects except the new resi
dence, but Fr. Labelle said he hopes all will be 
pleted or under way within three years.

NO GIRLS YET
There is increasing speculation about SMU be

coming co-educational. But Fr. Labelle said that a 
body commissioned last year by the Board of Gover
nors to study the subject lias not yet submitted its 
report.

The suggestion that Mount Saint Vincent University 
may erect a building on the SMU campus has not 
yet been taken before the SMU Board of Governors 
and no special meeting has been called to discuss it. 
Fr. Labelle said this plan was suggested either by 
Archbishop James Hayes, or by the Archbishop at 
the request of the Sisters of Charity.

He explained, “This move by the Mount is presented 
to Saint Mary’s to satisfy our desire to have women 
on campus. But by definition, it is obviously not 
education for SMU.”

An instant tradition known as the Christmas Tree 
is to be established at Dalhousie on 8 December at 
8:30 p.m. in Shirreff Hall.

The free programme, modeled after the annual 
University of Toronto event, is being presented by 
the Dalhousie Chorale and Orchestra, and will 
sist of 1 1/2 hours of traditional and modern Christ
mas music. President Hicks is totake an active part.

The evening is put forward for all students and 
staff as a study break, with the audience participating 
in an informal atmosphere. A large Christmas tree 
will light the room with the audience sitting on the 
floor. All attending are urged to bring their 
blankets.
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“The Kings Thing” See Page 5This 17-storey residence will occupy the south-east corner of the SMU campus by January, 1969. It is part 
of a $10-million expansion program for the next three years which will see three present buildings expand
ed and at least two new ones built. The building program is only a part of the change which is beginning to 
re-shape SMU in many ways.

versity’s teaching staff. “The increase in our faculty 
this year is substantial and the morale and 
enthusiasm is at an all-time high. Weak departments 
have been
strengthened for the next academic year.”

He added that M.A. programs in History and Eng-

LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
lish will be introduced “in three years or so”. 
Saint Mary's now offers a Master’s program in 
Education and Philosophy.

Father Labelle concluded that as a result of these 
changes, both material and academic, “we will not 
be inferior to any university in the Maritimes.”

The Gazette and CUS will jointly sponsor a literary 
supplement. A fifty dollar prize will be awarded to 
the best short story, play, or poem submitted before 
Jan. 20.

Derek Sarty and art college students will illustrate

the works. Submissions should be addressed to the 
Dalhousie Gazette c/o Literary Supplement Editor.

The forty page magazine will be distributed 
throughout the province.

co-
strengthened and will be further

INFERIOR TO NONE
The President also pointed to a change in the Uni-

A
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7 nights a week 
Try our Pizzas 
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Monday 4 December: Brechts THE MEASURES TAK
EN will be presented. No ad
mission will be charged, and 
tickets are not necessary.

Friday 1 December:

- Dalhousie West Indian Student 
Society, room 21 A & A, 8:00 
p0m. Mr. Joshua Ramsammy 
will speak on Guyana.

- Festival Canada Concert, Shear
water Gym, 8:00 p.m. Song and 
entertainment by two singing 
stars, Donald Lautrec and 
Ginette Reno.

TheA
Sports Lodge - Drama Division plays, Studio 

Theatre, Library Annex, 8:00 
p.m. Bernard Shaw's O' 
FLAHERTY V.C. and Bertolt

indoor and 
outdoor

Sporting Equipment
Team Discounts

liliWfj

Tuesday 5 December:
%

¥
- Drama Division plays, Studio 

Theatre, Library Annex, 8:00 
p.m. Bernard Shaw's, O'
FLAHERTY VoC. and Bertolt 
Brecht's THE MEASURES TAK
EN will be presented. No ad
mission; no tickets.

! Available ;
; 1720 Granville St. ; !

: ; 423-6778
*#»»»»»»»»»»»##» »—f#—«

I til//

I
m.Sunday 3 December:SILVERMAN’S

LTD.

Music |

Department Store i
Records, I
Record Players, ,
Radios,
Musical Instruments

- Glendon College Forum, CBC- 
TV, 1:00 p.m. A CBC Public 
Affairs Special on which prom
inent Quebecers will discuss 
their various points of view on 
Quebec's “Quiet Revolution". 
The theme of the seminar is

Quebec: Year VIII", and is 
based on the hypothesis that 
the political dynamism of con
temporary Quebec emerged in 
1959. Among the speakers will 
be Rene Levesque, Eric Kierans, 
Gilles Grégoire,
Pepin, Robert Cliche, and Claude 
Ryan.

- Dalhousie University Concerts, 
King's Gym, 3:00 p.m. The Pas- 
quier Trio will present works 
by Turall, Hindemith and Beet
hoven. No admission charge. 
Although the house has been 
packed on many past perform
ances, a very small percentage 
of the audiences have been uni
versity students, for whom the 
Concerts were originally in
tended. The sponsors of the 
series wish to extend a special 
invitation to all university stu
dents.

- Drama Division plays, Studio 
Theatre Library Annex, 8:00 
p.m. Bernard Shaw's, O'- 
FLAHERTY V.C. and Bartolt 
Brecht's THE MEASURES TAK
EN will be presented. No Ad
mission will be charged, and 
no tickets are necessary.

GVANILLA
FUDGE

Wednesday 6 December:
■

■SH - Public lecture, room 215 Chem
istry Building, 8:00 p.m. Dr. A. 
J.M. Smith, last year's Canada 
Council Visiting Professor to 
the English Department will 
speak on 
Canadian Poetry".

- Drama Division Plays, Studio * 
Theatre, Library Annex, 8:00 
p.m. Bernard Shaw's, O'
FLAHERTY V.C. and Bertolt 
Brecht's THE MEASURES TAK
EN will be presented. No ad
mission charge; no tickets.
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10% Student Discount
Corner Barrington & 

Sackville St. 
423-6764

< c The New Modern
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J ean-LucKENNY KLEAN SAYS.

KOOLEX < 
KLEANERSv
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CANADA’S FINEST 

DRY CLEANERS AND 
SHIRT LAUNDERERS
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i®/ Thursday 7 December:
EXCLUSIVE "Nu-Tone” cleaning 

"Nu-Loolt” Shirt Launderingt
If ' ]

m I - Art film, room 117 Dunn Build- w 
ing, 8:00 p.m. Christian art from 
Chartres Cathedral, the Christ
mas Oratorio and Coventry Ca
thedral.

2 Hour Service on Cash & Carry * -ijiSHERRY I'VE EOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN 
Will* UW A MAH BIG GIRTS DON'T CRY , 

OPUS 17 (DON'T YOU WORRY MUT ME) 
WORKING MY WAY BACK TO YOU 

CANDY 6181 STAY ALONE 
MARIERA PEANUTS 

CORNiE-G

;

i Wy.e Rd 
Dartmouth SERVICE

2 HOUR 469-7900*
1 HALIFAX DEPOTSXT

Ml 1484 Barrington St. 
Halifax 429-7220

423-6056
429-5435

2184 Windsor St. 
Halifax*

Miscellaneous:! Gottingen St.

SPEEDY PICK UP AND DELIVERY 
AT THE MAIN BRANCHXI - Display of international theatre 

posters, Dalhousie Art Gallery 
A & A, 5 to 20 December.

- Dal Radio on CHNS at 2:15 p.m. 
Monday to Friday. Five minute 
commentary prepared by Dal 
Radio, followed by an opportuni
ty for the audience to call and 
express their opinion.

- i M’ m ...
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Having aIm :

PARTY?!!Each of these smash 
new albums:

Regular $4.98

Make it a , ■

PIZZA
PARTY!!

NeptuneOur price with 
your C.U.S.card

1
(PHI RHO DID)

Neptune Theatre's got 
a confession to make.

SPRING GARDEN BARBER SHOPUi$4.48 DINO'S Just a two minute walk from Dal 
and Kings on the way downtown

THESE ARE ONLY 
3 OF THE HUNDREDS 

TO CHOOSE FROM

SPECIALIZING IN 
PIZZA

- SPAGHETTI - 
RAVIOLI

SPRING GARDENTheatre
We've never sold enough subscriptions to university students. 

We haven't tried hard, let alone harder.
If you're interested in canvassing among your friends

(and winning a free subscription for the winter 
by the way),

BARBER SHOPPRAM’S V
Delivery and 

take out service
5853 SPRING GARDEN ROAD 

at the corner of
Spring Garden Rd. & Summer St.

season,

6260 QUINPOOL Telephone 429-7300429-3888

|à\IX AND MATCH |
l^JLADIES*S^^^5V^^g^LTDj^

QaoÈty Spo>dA Wm

until tite
-Accent oti LJ outii

The Dalhousie Book Store
Features:

•TWcAlbedzIbdbookA •SLtoîix>njemi -Supple 
Laboaahyty -Supp&ea *Pape*J'BackA

''Better QaaiiLy 

• Ce/tamicA and JeweffWy

Thi‘ Lord Xolsoii BiniiiIv Salon
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-Mcuzt/
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I
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h
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,¥:<A10% Student Discount One-stop shopping for every student 
Business Hours - Mon. to Fri. From 9 'til 5 EXPORT|mixandmatcn|

IjLADIES^PORT^WEARUral

6281 Quinpool Road, Halifax 
423-7600

For the Latest in Hair Styles, 

Visit us in . . . The DALHOUSIE BOOK STORE On Campus 
For Convenience

PLAIN
or FILTER TIP 
CIGARETTES

New 1

The Lord Nelson Arcade
in the basement of the Chem. Bldg. Extension REGULAR and KINGS
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exciting theatre for first timeDal sees
an intuitive comic sense; his abilities were wasted 
on poor material. Not only is there something 
that does not love a wall; something there is also 
that does not love poetry readings masquerading as

theatre. The lucky students throughout Nova Scotia 
who are going to be treated to this performance 
would do better to go to a movie instead.

By LINDA GILLINGWATER

last Tuesday night wasThe “road not taken’ 
the one that might have led to an interesting 
evening of theatre. Instead we, like sugarheaded 
bread-and-butter flies, drank weak tea with cream 
in it. Neptune’s production of The Four Hands 
never rose above the level of mere competence.V

On Friday night King’s dramatic rocking-horse 
fly dropped “sap and sawdust’’.

Early Frost froze over midway through the first 
line. The group chose a bad play and made it 
worse. The play was unimaginately blocked and 
poorly acted. For some obscure reason the actresses 
whispered their parts. A fortunate few in the first 
row heard two or three lines. In her youth aunt 
Hannah locked a little girl in a trunk. Now she 
shivers and shakes when a new little girl plays 
in the attic. In what was supposedly a tense moment 
she re-enacts her former crime and tries to kill 
Alice. The wrestling scene is just short of ludicrous. 
I wish that Aunt Hannah had managed to navigate 
Alice into the box, had dumped her sister in as well 
and climbed in after her. She doesn’t and the play 
continues; instead of the patter of “ghostly feet’’ 
that the program promised we saw unmotivated 
movement and steretyped reactions to a trite situa
tion.

Each of the actors took care of the sounds; 
Dr. Whittier managed the sense. Both forgot that 
the Duchess’ proverbial sayings mean nothing. 
Neither did the evening. No attempt was made to 
explore the theatrical possibilities of the zany 
world of Alice, the Cheshire cat, or the walrus. 
Instead the play limited itself to an intellectual 
dalliance with riddles. Dr. Whittier eliminated the 
actor in favor of a vocal chord. An actor is more 
than a voice and theatre should appeal to all the 
senses, not merely to one’s mind.

Modernization of classical stories can be funny. 
Pyrramus and Thysbe was not. Dave Renton has

TROUBLE AT U of T r , —
mmmma

Council against Dow recruiting

TORONTO (CUP) —In a 2 1/2 hour debate last 
week University of Toronto student council voted 
24-14 in favor of a move prohibiting Dow and other 
weapons manufacturers from recruiting on campus. 
There were two abstentions.

The motion urged an Advisory Board for Employ
ment Services, a body representing students, faculty, 
administration and alumni, be convened immediately 
to authorize the use of university facilities to com
panies for recruiting employees.

The second section of the motion reads:
“And that SAC (student council) representatives 

this board be specifically instructed to oppose 
requests from companies supplying materials to 
parties for use directly in military action in Viet 
Nam.”

One observer said the debate on the issue was 
“probably the best in the history of SAC.” Chandler 
Davis, a professor who sat in on the Dow recruiter 
Tuesday, and Paul Fromm, a spokesman from the 
right wing Edmund Burke Society on campus, both 
addressed the council.

A Dow recruiter and university vice-president 
Robin Ross were held captive for several hours 
Tuesday by demonstrators who opposed Dow Can
ada’s supplying ingredients for the manufacture of 
Napalm by the parent Dow Chemicals firm in the 
United States.

Ü

Waiting is tiresome and a bore but a theatrical 
treatment of that theme need be neither. The 
Waiting Room was. The fault lies partly with the 
playwright. The young man’s final speech slips 
into sentimental mish mash and loses much of the 
pathos that it might have had because of the whiny 
“he didn’t do nothing for me” complaint. Also the 
symbolism is forced in places. It is a bit obvious 
to call one’s famous poem “Tl»e Waking Sleep”.

Sir
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Photo by Steve A rchib - Id
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Cin their ceremonial movements. Green Eyes agoniz

ing attempt to enter into his past was pinpointed 
in his ritualistic dance. Every gesture had been 
clearly thought out and was singularly appropriate. 
The stage space was used for its maximum effect, 
and the music crystallized meaning.

Unfortunately Merritt was working with students. 
They were not able to sustain the brilliance of the 
director’s conception of the play. Green Eyes 
tells LeFranc that perhaps someday he will under
stand what a guard is: “but you’il have to pay a 
price”. A similar admission fee is charged those 
who would like to enter into Genet’s world. Green

Eyes (Nick Field) nearly did. The position of 
Maurice and LeFranc and their interrel .-.ior.-hips 
are less evident and the subtleties of shifting power 
sometimes escaped Bill Pell and Michael \ rdenne. 
Occasionally the appropriate gesture was made 
but the content of their speech was unconvincing. 
For the most part however all three gave >. •;<; Tient 
performances in very difficult roles. The guard didn't 

Artaud praised the Oriental theatre bee use 
had, he felt, “developed all its physical and poetic 
effects on every level of consciousness and in all 
the senses”. Deathwatch, with certain qualifie iti ans, 
did too.

The main problem arose with the casting. The 
young man never quite managed to be at home in 
his blasphemy. His artificial goddammits neutralized 
to some extent the obvious contempt that we were 
meant to feel for the slogan-slinging self-righteous 
virgin. The young man says that he is tired; we 
never feel it. Nor are we convinced that this particu
lar devil is the one who “first broke the eternal 
unity”. Lighting, both in this production and in 
Early Frost had no particular relevance to the 
action. Both directors seemed unsure about blocking; 
there never appeared to be any particular reason 
why anyone moved into the positions that they 
occupied. Changes were similarly unmotivated. The 
Waiting Room offered many interesting possibilities 
most of which were not explored.

m

Council president may resign

TORONTO (CUP)--A group of University of To
ronto students are after student council president 
Tom Faulkner’s job.

The students have circulated a petition asking for 
his resignation over council’s Wednesday recom
mendation that the university prohibit Dow and other 
recruiters involved in war materials production from 
recruiting on campus.

Council’s action followed two days of protest 
against a Dow Chemical Co. recruiter on campus.

An ad hoc group of engineering students main
tain Faulkner - - the only council member elected 
on a campus-wide election - - should resign and run 
again on the council decision issue.

The petition reads: “We the undersigned, believing 
that Mr. Thomas Faulkner, president of the Students’ 
Administrative Council, no longer represents the in
terests of" the students of this university, request 
the Student Administrative Council to call for Mr. 
Faulkner’s immediate resignation.”

A group spokesman said the council move was an 
attempt to legislate individual morality.

Students Tuesday protested Dow Canada’s com
plicity in the manufacture of napalm by the parent 
Dow company in the U.S.
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At least it was a pleasant diversion; the Deathwatch 
was more; it was theatre. Professor Merritt’s 
production was the first time that Dal has seen 
the possibilities of theatre in the last three years. 
The performance was immediate, intense and ex
citing.

Choreography was brilliant. The constantly chang
ing relations between the prisoners was reflected
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By MAUREEN PHINNEY 881IÜ pm. i;83
m“We’re basically concerned with personal rela

tionships,” said Ken Nedd, Chairman of the Dal CUS 
committee.

“The main role of CUS is to prepare people for 
meaningful relationships in society. We want to get 
them involved right now while they’re in university.”

EB. C, students want

more gov't, money
ft- /

8883 m8883 8883 88 irai■ »VANCOUVER (CUP) — One thousand University of 
British Columbia students rallied Wednesday (Nov. 
22) to tick off an education program sponsored by 
the B.C. assembly of students.

The rally, one of several to come in the province, 
to force the government to increase its university 
spending.

“The B.C. government is keeping money from 
education for political reasons although the money 
is vitally needed,” said liberal MLA Dr. Pat Mc- 
Geer.

“I’m good and mad at the way the government 
has treated higher education,” he told the rally.

McGeer, an associate professor of psychiatry at 
UBC, said a $110 million government surplus at 
the end of last year, and $108 million from the 
Canada pension plan put into B.C. hydro bonds, 
should be used for education.

Don Munton, UBC student union vice-president 
said both the Ontario and Alberta governments pay 
more than $1,000 more per university student per 
year than does the B.C. Government.

Herb Capozzi, social credit MLA for Vancouver 
Centre didn’t sympathize with the students at all.

“You are very lucky getting an education in a 
beautiful institution like this,” he said.

“No student with the proper qualifications will 
ever be turned away from an institution of higher 
education in B.C.,” Capozzi said. “I’ll write that 
down for you if you like.”

An unidentified student in the crowd wrote the 
statement down and asked Capozzi to sign it.

He refused.
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88
88“I feel that student apathy-student indifference - 

springs from the fact that students are not involved 
as complete persons in the university. We must ex
pose the whole personality in order to improve this 
situation.”
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88ns &Nedd proposes to spark interpersonal relations and 
student involvement at Dal by “Having one year 
promoting student awareness on certain issues - such 
as the barriers to good education, the values on which 
the foundations of the university are based, and the 
things that govern our life process.”

“People’s lives are being controlled by things like 
how many cars a company wants, and research in the 
plastic industry. But at the same time their personal 
freedom is being neglected.”
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“CUS wants to promote a new idea of education 
being a learning process in a community of students 
and older men in which all aspects of the individual’s 
life should be involved.”
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PROSPECTIVE
DENTAL

STUDENTS

“I believe in a union with specific purposes and 
programs, but, what is more important, we are trying 
to make people aware of things that REALLY affect 
them.”

Nedd explained the local CUS organization. 
“There’s an education program with committees on 
things like educational films, and universal accessi
bility; a Publicity Department outside of Dal, which 
widens the scope of student knowledge; the adminis
tration which handles old CUS business; and a re
orientation program to promote student involvement, 
by things like the Dal Student Forum and Dal Week.

As a special anti-apathy agent for Dal Week, CUS 
is trying to bring Pierre Berton to Halifax.

U of Manitoba council votes 

extra $1,100 to CUS
“CUS has not properly represented Canada on an 

international basis,” said Nedd. “The leaders of CUS 
are not sufficiently aware of the political opinions of 
students in general. Nor do they have an awareness 
of the outside world sufficiently profound enough to 
be effective.”

To overcome this, Nedd mentioned his proposal 
to Council that “At Dal, we should have a program 
of intense gathering. We should concentrate HARD 
for one year on getting students interested in the 
educational process. The following year, after we’ve 
cleaned up our own house, we should increase the 
international emphasis.”

“Increasing the international emphasis” is, to 
Nedd, “having the people who want to help joining 
worthwhile organizations such as OX F AM, and taking 
a general look at other developed countries-such 
progressive things as the Swedish educational 
system.”

But Nedd is chiefly concerned with things at the 
interpersonal level. “Dal is usually a lonely place. 
People haven’t even got the courage to say ‘hi’ to 
each other. We should definitely do something about 
creating a friendly atmosphere-friendship and learn
ing are not necessarily at variance.,f

“Students learn more by just getting together and 
exposing their own emotional problems to other stu
dents.” “We must learn to listen and solve the 
dinary little problems - not just our own, but those 
of our fellow students.”

Applicants for admission to the Faculty of Dentistry 
Dalhousie University, are required 

to take the Dental Aptitude Test sponsored by the 
CANADIAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

The test will be held on Saturday, January 6
in the Dentistry Building, Dalhousie University

I* or further information and application forms contact 
The Dental Aptitude Test Program 

Canadian Dental Association 
234 St. George Street 

Toronto 5, Ontario

WINNIPEG (CUP) — University of Manitoba stu
dent’s council voted an extra $1,100 volunteer levy 
to the Canadian Union of Students last week.

The motion passed 17-3 despite criticism from 
two faculty representatives, who felt the money 
could be spent on events such as student radio and 
drama.

Answering these criticisms, UMSU treasurer 
Peter Simmie said UMSU had a contingency fund of 
$7,000 and an uncommitted surplus of $2,126.

“There is no question of the union not being able 
to afford it,” he said.

He added the money was well spent.
“CUS is doing the kind of work this union should 

be doing-research, conferences and the communica
tion of ideas.”

CUS asked for a similar volunteer levy last year 
and was refused by UMSU last year.

Simmie said he believed the change of attitude 
was due to a change in CUS.

“What they are doing is relevent to each individ
ual campus, for example the work in education 
form.”

Simmie, as CUS finance commissioner, and UMSU 
president Chris Westdal, Manitoba representative, 
are both members of the CUS board of directors.

Another useful re-orientation project will be a Dal 
CUS literary magazine. “It will stimulate a lot of 
interest and involvement,” commented Nedd.

A series of CBC TV programs on Dal, and a Regis
tration Committee “for personal contact between 
every Dal student” are also part of the re-orienta
tion program.

Should Dal CUS have a representative on Student 
Council?” Being a feelie, I think that the bureaucracy 
serves only as a means of achievement. The Council 
this year is most co-operative so this change isn’t 
necessary.” or

The Faculty of Dentistry 
Dalhousie University 
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Applications for the January 1968 test close

How does Nedd see CUS’ national role? “The Na
tional CUS committee has several roles. It lobbys 
the federal government for an increase in insurance 
benefits, arranges travel to different countries, and 
investigates the Canadian schools to find out the 
reasons for the failure of higher education. It also 
is concerned with student mental health-for instance, 
why are so many kids on tranquillizers?”
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a quesVion of morality?

WHATS ALL THIS TRASH I DONT KNOW AND I 
ABOUT APATHY ? DON'T GIVE A DAMN Iûllir QaUiimstP (Bagrttr K
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Recently, on several Canadian campuses, students have been protesting against the 

Dow Chemical Company of Canada recruiting on campus. The protests reached the extent 
that at U of T the Dow recruiting agent and the vice-president of the university were 
literally held prisoners in a U of T building until Dow promised not to try to recruit on 

The following article by D. John Lynnof CUP tries to explain the reasons behind
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campus, 
the demonstrations.

Hold a match under one of those foam take-out 
coffee cups. It bursts into flames. It’s made of 
polystyrene. So is napalm.

Polystyrene is made in Canada. Some goes into 
the manufacture of take-out coffee cups, Christmas 
decorations, and toys. Some is sent to the United 
States as an ingredient of napalm, which is being 
used by the U.S. in Vietnam.

The Canadian manufacturer of polystyrene is Dow 
Chemical Co. of Canada, a subsidiary of the parent 
Dow in the U.S.

Campuses across Canada have risen up in protest 
— in some cases violent protest — against Dow 
recruiters interviewing on campus.

The Canadian protests began on Nov. 8 when a 
small group handed out literature at the door of 
the placement centre at the University of Waterloo.

A week later UBC students followed suit, but this 
time they blocked the doorway. At Windsor last 
week campus Anglican Chaplain Bill Christenson 
led a sinilar group in protest, but there was no 
violence.

Then Monday and Tuesday, Toronto students kept 
a Dow recruiter and U of T vice-president Robin 
Ross captive until the Dow representative finally 
agreed not to continue his three-day recruiting 
program.

The Student Council at the University of Victoria 
shared these sentiments when they went on the record 
opposing the use of napalm. Dow recruiters were 
expected a week after council took this action.

Why all these protests? Demonstrators see it as 
a moral issue.

Harold Kasinsky, a University of California bio
chemist, who has made a study of napalm, reports:
“A napalm B fire reaches a temperature of 

almost 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit in a few seconds.

The polystyrene component of napalm B acts like 
a glue at high temperatures, holding the fire to a 
particular surface.
“The new napalm B is so sticky and burns so 

intensely that it cannot be removed from human 
skin without causing whole chunks of flesh to come

Published by the Dalhousie Students’ Union
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 429-1144. Printed by
The Dartmouth Free Press, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
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Of.0 Protestors say such a weapon is immoral — much 

immoral than Atomic bombs. The U.S. Dow 
makes napalm bombs for use in Vietnam.

Volume 100,No. 10 

Halifax, Nova Scotia
more
company
The protestors claim this is contributing to an 
immoral act.
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Part of Dow’s supply of polystyrene, the active 
ingredient of napalm, is made in Canada. Therefore 
Canada is implicated in this immorality.

But Dow points out its napalm production accounts 
for less than one per cent of its business. Op
ponents then say it would be a negligible loss to 
discontinue napalm production.

Pro-Dow forces on campus offer two arguments: 
the first skirts any moral issue and claims Dow 
Canada personnel work on a vast number of projects, 
so workers, those recruited annually from campuses, 
are not directly involved in producing napalm.

The second argument says it is the right of stu
dents to apply for a job of their choice, and the 
majority should not deny them this right.
“I want to be a rapist” screamed one U of T 

student. “Get me an interview”.
At McGill University several companies have opted 

for off-campus interviewing. McGill Principal H. 
Rocke Robertson announced that three companies 
who have not yet had on-campus interviews, have 
consented to conduct interviews off campus in order 
to avoid “disturbances”.
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The pain 
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Overheard in the Dal canteen
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The MacPherson Report:

A critical report on the UofT undergraduate course
\

This week a certain student, as we all know, 
was arrested for the possession of Marijuana. He 

\ is subject, if found guilty, to a sentence of up to 
seven years in jail.

Exactly why has Marijuana been outlawed?
Does Marijuana pose a threat to the safety of 

our society?
It is general knowledge that Marijuana is less 

addictive than ordinary cigarette tobacco. Andas 
far as the safety of our society is concerned, peo
ple must surely be aware of the fact that drunken 
driving, one of the most flagrant breaches of our 
public responsibility, carries only a penalty of one 
year’s suspension of driving privileges and a re- 

)' lativeiy small fine.
On the other hand, the penalty for the po- 

session of marijuana is up to seven years im
prisonment. Studies have shown time and time 
again that there simply is no connection between 
the use of marijuana and that of other narcotics. 
In fact, the most predominant single factor com
mon to the records of persons addicted to Heroin 
is previous experience in prison. Therefore, it 
would seem that if governments really want to 
eliminate the use of Heroin, they should outlaw 
prisons. At the very least, this argument has 
more evidence to support it than the one which 
espouses that Marijuana is the “first big step to
ward narcotic addiction and personal destruc
tion.”

Make no mistake. We do not advocate the 
wholesale use of Marijuana. We merely cannot 
condone the present laws concerning that drug. 
These laws are grieviously illogical and are 
shocking evidence that our legislators are not at 
all in tune with the twentieth century. That these 
laws have not been changed in accordance with 
medical knowledge concerning the safety of mari
juana is a condemnation not only of the legisla
tors but of just what our conception of justice is.

Furthermore, that we can allow persons to be 
prosecuted under the present marijuana laws is a 
reflection on our social integrity and concern 
about the difference between what our system of 
law stands for and what it really is.

courses, and barely gets around to any concrete 
discussion of the inadequacies of the General courses.

Throughout this chapter, the presumption persists 
that the only thing wrong with courses in the General 
program is that they are not specialized enough — 
i.e. that they are not Honor courses.

The fact that something qualitatively different is 
implied in a general education than in a specialist 
education did not seem to occur to the Committee; 
and there is no discussion whatever of interdisci
plinary courses, “ project-oriented” as opposed to 
discipline-oriented*

Since friendships formed in first year tend to set 
the pattern for those of the later years, the reorgani
zations advocated in the Report could actually deepen 
the cleavages along religious lines that now exist, 
unless a method is arrived at of ensuring that each 
college embraces as heterogenous a student body 
as possible, including substantial numbers of students 
from all backgrounds and pursuasions.

On the issue of student participation in academic 
decision making, the Committee took several notable 
steps forward — first by advocating student member
ships on the Faculty Council and its committees; 
secondly by ambigiously calling for a student voice 
in departmental decisions of departmental curric
ulum committees; finally the Committee also ex
pressed its hope that students would be given full 
membership on the Library Council.

However, the Committee’s recommendations about 
a student voice in departmental curriculum are very 
hazy indeed: no mention is made of whether the 
student-staff curriculum committee is to be ad
visory to a staff curriculum committee (as happened 
last year in the physics department), which might 
then be advisory to a departmental executive com
mittee, which might then be advisory to a depart
mental meeting of the department’s entire staff.

Even more important, no mention is made of 
whether students should or should not be members 
of Faculty committees considering Promotions and 
Tenure — the inclusion of student member of such 
committees (charged with gathering evidence of the 
teaching competence of the staff member being 
considered) would probably do more to improve 
the quality of teaching at this University than 
any other single step.

Furthermore, the Report makes no mention of 
the question of student representation on the Board 
of Governors, the Senate, the College Councils, or 
any of the important Committees of these bodies.

Because of the numerous gaps and omissions in 
the Macpherson Report, we think it is quite clear 
that students can no longer depend on nine “good 
guys” to bring them the Millenia. From here 
on in, the student will have to organize themselves 
into vocal groups to demand improvement.

Staff tokenism is no substitute for student re
sponsibility and student power.

(from U of T Varsity)
As a smooth and pragmatic attempt to patch up 

some of the inadequacies of undergraduate educa
tion at the U of T, the Macpherson Report has much 
to commend itself. Most students and staff will 
applaud the drastic reduction of lectures, the exam- 
free second year, the increased student participation 
in academic decision-making, and the loosening 
up of the rigid course structure that are recom
mended in the Report.

However, as a contribution to the educational 
atmosphere of the campus and the level of con
sciousness of its inhabitants, both the Report and 
the method by which it was arrived at leave a lot to 
be desired.

First of all, the Report was written in an atmos
phere of almost total secrecy without the participa
tion of any member of the undergraduate student body. 
For this reason, the issue dealt with aroused the 
interest of only a small minority of the students, 
and many of the brightest were turned off by this 
unnecessarily secretive procedure.

Unfortunately too, is the fact that the Report 
includes virtually no discussion of the philosophi
cal basis of higher education, at the underlying 
rationale of the Honor and General Courses, of the 
relation between the university and society and the 
university’s self-appointed role as a certifying body.

The Report also gives no justification whatever 
for the departmental organization of the Faculty of 
Arts and Science, and no discussion of the adequacy 
of such a set-up to programs of generalist education.

Similarly the Report includes virtually no discus
sion of the effects of the rapid growth of the Graduate 
School on undergraduate instruction.

In the final analysis, the Committee relies on 
student course critiques, relatively minor inspec
tions of junior faculty, and the pious statement 
that “teaching should be taken into account” at 
promotion time; presumably these are supposed 
to result in great improvements in lecturing.

However, the Report implies that the student 
course critiques should not be published, and in 
fact be given only to the Chairman of the depart
ment involved, in addition to the lecturer. This, 
of course would do nothing to improve the stifling 
teaching atmosphere of the campus — in which all- 
too-often teaching is not valued at all; and therefore 
we cannot see how this would result in any ap
preciable gains in the quality of teaching.

The Committee’s discussion of the Structure of 
Degree Courses at the U of T was probably sabotage 
more than anything else by the stifling tradition of 
rigidity characteristic of the U of T Honor course 
system.

The Report spends about 80 per cent of its time 
in this chapter talking about relatively minor changes 
in the first year offerings of some of the Honour

MacPherson Recommendations
There should be no more than 10 classroom hours a 

week of which no more than five would be devoted to lec
tures. No course would have more than one lecture a week.

The other five classroom hours would be devoted to 
tutorials having no more than 10 or 12 persons.

For science students, lab work would be cut by half 
and restructured into problem classes where a student may 
leave any time after work is done.

Students should be included in many of the policy 
making bodies, including the council of the faculty of arts 
and science.

The matter of teaching lecturers how to teach will be 
left up to the individual departments.

A professor's teaching might be appraised by: (a) 
himself. He should be given money to pay for a video-tape 
of his lecture so he can see himself in action; (b) Students. 
Course critiques like the one published last year by the 
SAC should be encouraged; (c) His department. This should 
apply only to juniors in the department.

X

Y

Examinations should account for 50 per cent of the
final mark.

There should be no exams in second year. There will 
be exams in first to weed out the lazy and incompetent, 
and in third and fourth years for the benefit of the graduate 
school. In fourth year, separate exams should be replaced 
by one comprehensive exam.

Students who get below 60 per cent on their final exam 
will not be allowed to write supplemental exams. But all 
those who are in honors courses, or who got between 60 and 
65 per cent will be allowed to write supps.

i
X

The general and honors courses should be split into spe
cialist or generalist courses of either three or four years 
each.Hatchet man 

can’t hack it Generalists or specialists completing the four-year 
program would qualify for the honors degree, while those 
completing the three-year course would qualify for the ordi
nary degree. After third year, students would be able to 
claim the ordinary degree without taking make-up courses.

As former U.S. President Dwight Eisenhower 
calls for an escalation of the Vietnam war (in 
face of the increasing number of men being lost 
by the American war-ogre) we discover that 
Secretary of Defence Robert McNamara, the one 
restraining force in the U.S. Military Complex, 
is about to resign.

McNamara has gone on recordascallingforthe 
cessation of the bombing of North Vietnam. Mean
while, most of the serving U.S. Generals have 
demanded that the bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong 
be increased. One can only assume that the 
loss of a publicly “moderate” Defence Secretary 
will have further implications.

It is not without reason that Secretary General 
U Thant, and many other responsible international 
diplomats (as well as Paul Martin and Lester 
Pearson) have recently pleaded with the United 
States to end their questionable aerial bombard
ment of a country which is playing a less direct 
role in the war than the United States itself.

It is not without foundation that these men have 
warned that even continuation of the war at its 
present level can only increase the danger of 
Red Chinas involvement, and prolong the war.. . 
not change its outcome.

But if it is necessary to “teach democracy” to 
the Vietnamese nation by annihilating her country 
and destroying her people, then that lesson is 
indeed an unworthwhile one, even if it is lucra
tive. Perhaps this is why Mr. McNamara is con
sidering resignation.

But regaraiess, if McNamara does resign, and 
the administration appoints a successor, let us 
hope that they at least have the honesty to appoint 
him “Minister of War.”

w
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Dal Radio
The real solution to the Dosco problem Dal Radio has recently gone over the airwaves 

of CHNS. The association has obtained a five minute 
spot at 2:15 each day, on which it broadcasts a 
commentary by a student at Dal. Following this 
commentary, the audience has a chance to phone 
the station and express its views on the topic 
under discussion.

However, not many are taking advantage of this 
opportunity to express their views. This is un
fortunate, since many of the topics dealt with are 
of great importance to society as a whole — and 
this includes the university society — and all the 
topics are controversial.

As a result of the large amount of controversy 
surrounding university life today, many people hold 
a great fear regarding students. A large segment 
of society does not wish to become involved, and 
therefore do not take advantage of opportunities 
to engage in a discussion with university students.

The students themselves are mainly the couldn’t - 
care-less types, and therefore do not take the time 
to express their opinions to at least one member 
of the outside society — the announcer at CHNS.

As a result, the program is not accomplishing 
what it set out to do. It is expressing the opinions 
of only a few, and is not producing a dialogue 
between members of the university society and 
others — and this is bad.

Just about every publication in 
the province of Nova Scotia has taken 
the liberty of making a game of 
guesswork as to what is to happen 
to the DOSCO steel plant at Sydney. 
The Gazette has done considerable 
research on this question and has 
discovered a new offer which has 
been through the province, to 
Hawker-Siddeley. Because it seems 
to be the most probable solution, the 
government, following its contro
versial policy of secrecy in this 
matter, has not yet informed the 
people of Nova Scotia.

The Benevolent order of the Sisters of Charity 
of Nova Scotia combine, as is well known, the most 
humane Instincts of social justice with the develop
ment of a place in the corporate sun. Their wealth

is as huge as their good intentions.
The Gazette has been informed that it is felt by 

certain members of this order that these could best 
be combined with the takeover of The Sydney plant.

There is no doubt that this would involve a basic 
commitment on the part of the workers.* certain 
persons in key positions in the organization’s de
cision making process have, for example, suggest
ed that conversion to Catholicism would be a prere
quisite for any prospective employee.

Yet this can only be seen as a vast improvement 
over the previous situation where the workers have 
been, for the most part, not primarily interested 
in Christian philosophy, but rather in the manu
facture of steel. The most important consideration 
is of course that the workers of the plant will still 
retain their jobs and that Sydney will remain on 
Canada’s economic map.

But the financial benefits to the Order are, of 
course, secondary. When asked by the Gazette how 
it was planned to put the mill on a profitable foot
ing, our undercover informant, who of course, wished 
to remain anonymous, said he believed that there 
were two proposed programs: the lowering of wages,

and the treatment of safety equipment in the 
way as any other part of the mill, that is to say, 
to stop its upkeep. When asked how this could be 
reconciled with the humanitarian instincts predomin
ant in the policy of the order, this reply was given;
“The wages should be lowered because they are 

among the highest on the island, and they unfairly 
inflate the cost of goods and services in this area. 
We believe in equality to all and the place to start 
rectifying inequality is to attack at the top.
“Safety equipment, we believe, has been the cause 

of more accidents than it has prevented, because 
it has taken the minds of the men away from safety; 
they have felt too secure in this respect, and there
fore were needlessly harmed in many foolish in
cidents of their own making. If the safety equipment 
were removed, then this would not, of course, 
happen.”

Our contact also felt that there would be a massive 
increase in market possibilities if the takeover were 
achieved. “The sisters and their cohorts in this 
religious thing have many, many times the industrial 
use for steel within their corporate structure than 
Hawker-Siddeley could come up with.”

same
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Thing P"8I I . _ ;i

The University of King's College is facing, as it has for the past few years, the threat of 
being extinguished. Meanwhile, King's students prepare to fight the battle which may be their 
last. This article attempts to present the reasons for the “King's Thing".

! ISISThe University of King’s College is the oldest 
university in the Commonwealth outside the Great 
Britain. In 1925 its buildings in Windsor, Nova Scotia 
were destroyed by fire, and acting upon an offer 
by the Carnegie Foundation, the University moved to 
its present location on the Studley Campus of Dal- 
housie University. Originally an Anglican University, 
it now accepts members from all denominations.

The enrollment of King’s is about two hundred 
fourty seven students. Of these, the vast majority- 
are registered in the faculty of Arts and Science. 
While the university includes a number of Day- 
Students, most of its activities are centered around 
the residences.

The great Dal-King’s question has arisen annually 
for a number of years. Until several years ago, 
the Dalhousie Student Union received an annual allot
ment from the King’s College Student Union. In return 
for this, King’s students were permitted to partici
pate in the Non-athletic Dalhousie student activities.

In 1965 a different of opinion reached a climax. 
The King’s students refused to pay the higher levy 
which the Dalhousie Student Union was going to charge 
them, and further voted against participating in the 
Dalhousie Student Union Building. They argued that 
their own residences and activities were such that 
they would first of all have no need for the Dalhousie 
SUB, and secondly, had so few students'participating 
in the Di.ll . 
pay the new allotment.

In addition, it was decided that no compromise 
could be reached and no further discussions have 
been held. The situation has remained static under 
these terms ever since.

It now however seems likely that there may be 
an agreement not only to associate the student unions, 
but to have the control of University of King’s 
College pass into Dalhousie hands.

This has been forced by the university grants 
commission, who feel that the extra expense of having 
two administrations does not warrant the existence 
of a small university in association with Dalhousie. 
The administration at King’s has therefore taken it 
upon itself to begin to draw up plans and conditions 
for an amalgamation.

Meanwhile the Student Union of King’s College has 
taken strong objection to any proposed takeover, and

is preparing to fight for its life on this issue; for 
that, it appears, is what it will have to do.

Why is the King’s student body so strongly op
posed to any attempt to sell King’s? After all, they 
have been taking almost all their classes at Dal- 
housie for a number of years.

Steve Hart, President of the Union, said, 
students know that there is something more to educa
tion than formal lectures. We feel that King’s of
fers some sort of unique worthwhile educational ex
perience on the campus, and that it therefore ought to 
be preserved.”

Last year Dalhousie students attending courses at King’s were forced to take the long way around as 
King’smen constructed this wall to show their feelings on proposed amalgamation with Dalhousie.

All

This is an obvious factor in the development of the 
community.

The first week at King’s has evolved until now 
it is less of an initiation than a valuable orientation.

In the strict!}' Academic vein, King’s has an active 
tutorial system which gives tutorials in almost all 
courses, operated by the students, and courses coun
selling to freshmen during orientation.

The students at King’s will not, they have un
animously agreed, immediately accept any admin
istrative agreement even though it might guarantee 
a separate King’s student union. This is because, 
over a period of time, certain other changes, such 
as the stucture or function of the college could be 
made, to make it ineffective as a small academic 
community, the one facter from which it derives its 
strength. They intend to use any means necessary 
to ensure that this does not happen.

President Hart said, “The organizations and 
activities which we have developed at our university 
are unique in Canada. So is the level of participa
tion in the activities. The things which make King’s

* w.
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KINGS COLLEGE

STUDENT CARD 
67-68

j

GYfl. u erreRx

J ..NEVER HAVE SOTMANY OWED s.o
Much to so few ....

Aude.nt affairs that it was unfair to

• collector s item ? ! ! • -
before the members of their fellow governing elite, 
but rather before the entire student body of the uni
versity, then they are obliged to develop their pro
grams not just out of convenience to the students, or 
acceptability to the rest of the student movement, 
but from a fundamental philosophy. At King’s this 
has led not only to a m ore responsible student 
government, but to an increased awareness of the 
po/itical scene.

Wkb the development of ideals on student govern- 
come an interest in politics exceeded in 

few other colleges. Not only is the Left strongly 
represented m tins dialogue, but there is also an 
articulate High, m opposition.

A major f.ictor u fhe shaping of King’s community- 
spirit from the iresnman's entrance into the uni
versity is the initiation. What was once a sadistic 
exercise for the sophomore j and upperclassmen has 
become, in the past few yearns, something of real 
educational value. The student ' are now given aca
demic counselling on the course they plan to take 
before registration. They attend k ''♦'ires and dis
cussions on student government f.,.’d university 
government. They become acquainted w.'th some of 
major issues confronting student governments, such 
as academic democracy (Open Decision Making), and 
universal accessibility. Freshmen are given th° op
portunity to have dicussions with all the head, of 
campus organizations and university officials.

During the week they also participate in some 
. activities such as debating and sports. Almost every 

IVeshmen participates fully in all the activities. Not 
only does this result in knowing more about the 
ollege^h m most freshmen elsewhere, it also results 

in a community where everyone becomes known.

'[KIND'S
LIVES

What is there at King’s which is unique?
Because of its miniscule size, King’s lias developed 

a sense of community which any larger institution 
would find impossible to match. For the students, 
this includes not only the benefits, but also the re
sponsibilities, of living together. The sense of com
munity manifests itself in many ways.

All are responsible in the decision making process 
of the student government. Major policy decisions 
are made by the student bofy meeting en masse. As 
a result for instance, The Student Union of the Uni
versity of King’s college adopted The Declaration 
of the Canadian Student as a student union, with 
discussion open to all members of the college. Dal
housie and almost all other universities in Canada 
which accepted the Declaration did so by a vote of 
the Student Council, without confronting the students 
with the issues and therefore creating little under
standing.

When King’s joined NSUS it did so, unlike Dal
housie or any other Nova Scotia University, after 
general and heated discussion amongst the majority 
of her students, which created an understanding of the 
Provincial Union and its purposes and goals. Because 
of this kind of decision making process, the issues 
which the student government deals with are more 
relavent to the student.

The sense of community is also valuable in that 
it leads to more relavent council sponsored activities. 
It is not a council operating from above, which de
cides on what students will be able to participate 
in, but rather it is the students themselves. The 
separate activities include CUS and NSUS participa
tion, Drama Society, Quintillian debating society, 
The Haliburton Club, Canada’s oldest society of this 
kind, both men’s and women’s sports organizations, 
the King’s student newspaper, the Ancient Commoner, 
and an intricate Academic committee.

That these activities exist separate to those of 
Dalhousie does not necessarily justify the separate 
existence of King’s. What makes them valuable is 
that they are more relevant to every student. The 
Drama Society, for example, last year put on a major 
production which rivalled Dal’s in quality and directly 
involved more than half of the student body. The 
sports organizations take active part in almost all 
major sports, and this means, for a small college, 
that any one even with an minimum of ability, can 
take part on the intercollegiate level. The various 
parts of the residences, the bays and wings, also 
compete in athletics. The debating society holds 
weekly debates, between the bays and Wings in which 
every King's student is required to participate at 
least once.

King’s also has an intercollegiate debating team 
which has enjoyed considerable success.

King’s delegations to any conference, whether CUS 
or NSUS, are highly respected despite the size of 
the university, for they have a unique tradition of 
arriving well prepared, and with a specific and de
veloped philosophy of student government. This 
philosophy is a result of the King’s way of life.

When student leaders are forced to be able to 
defend their thinking on students affairs not just

6
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unique and worthwhile in the North Americal com
munity far override the slight extra cost which is 
involved in maintaining the University as a separate 
entity.

A

• ‘Our whole approach is democratic and completely 
different, because we are lucky enough to be small, 
from the philosophy upon which the Dalhousie student 
Union operates. We simply will not give up what we 
have when that is what most other Canadian campuses 
are striving to achieve. We cannot see ourselves as 
ever being a part of the Dalhousie Student Union.

• It is clear that our students will not use the Stu-

'

dent Union Building when it is completed, for it is a 
duplication of what we already have. We are not 
willing to put money into the Dalhousie Union coffers. 
The continuation and expansion of the benefits which 
lerive to the members of the King’s Community, and 
t.’ereby to society as a whole (for we concentrate 
oi. external activities) demand that we remain com- 
pletvly . :d totally independent."
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The Black Life Under Apartheid

Pretoria - »> collect ion a 
for non - white*

Therefore the Board agreed that his classification 
should be changed. The Board members leave the 
room. The man rises and nervously lights a cigarette.

“I’ll have to get used to this,” he says. “It has 
been a great strain. Never knew what might have 
happened. There are more avenues open to me now. 
We plan to get married.” The man, the woman and 
the small boy leave. The man is ruffling the boy’s 
tousled hair as they walk.

He had waited 18 months for his case to be heard. 
He has to pay 200 pounds in lawyer’s and counsel’s 
fees. But now he can exchange the card that identi
fied him as a Colored man for one stating that he 
is White.

His race has just been officially changed by the 
three representatives of the South African state.

(From an article by Tertius Myburgh published
in the STAR, South Africa).

Other friends of the man come and say the same 
thing. Finally the woman enters the witness box to 
testify that the man whose child she bore is White. 
Both her parents were White, she says. About six 
years ago she met the man at a party for Whites 
and they started going out. She regarded him as 
White. They wanted to get married. The little boy 
had been born as a result of the relationship. They 
lived together at the home of the man’s White niece. 
“I know she’s White because I’ve seen her card,” 
says the woman.

No, she does not know of the man associating with 
Colored people, she says in reply to a question by 
the State’s representative.

She was a Roman Catholic and a member of a 
church attended by both Whites and Coloreds, who 
sat on separate sides of the centre aisle. She always 
sat on the White side.

A South African 
at the hinge of fate

For more than a year the Pretoria City Council 
lias banned street collections for non-White causes

The room, on the second floor of a building in 
Victoria Street in Cape Town, is bleak and un
furnished. The walls are painted grey and it looks 
like the magistrate’s court in a country town.

This drab place is where the lines that divide 
race from race are finally drawn. It is the meeting 
place of the Race Classification Appeal Board.

A rather frail, sallow-faced man with spectacles 
and a grey business suit sits on a steel chair at one 
end of the austere chamber. Beside Mm is a pregnant 
woman with long black hair. She is trying to control 
their three-year-old boy who, if this appeal fails, 
becomes the consequence of an offence under the 
Immorality Act.

The man is classified as Colored and the woman 
as White. They met six years ago. They are living 
together, but she learned only recently that he was 
classified as Colored.

/

&%
k

!

1.95/ pen huh form Policeman cane* afriean*
i

Hih future at ntake The chairman begins to sum up. The 1951 census 
form completed by the man’s father, he says, listed 
the race of his family as “South African,” and later 
on as “Mixed.” The race of his last child was given 
as “mixed.” He says that when the man applied for 
an identity card he used the form for Colored people. 
He had given his own race as “mixed,” his father’s 
as “mixed” and his mother’s as “white.”

On the man’s birth certificate in 1927 the father 
had given the race of both parents as “mixed.”

On the basis of these forms, says the Chairman, 
the Secretary of the Interior had classified the man 
as Colored.

¥ A former Hartbeesfontein police constable, Jaco
bus Johannes Nel, was last month found guilty of 
assaulting six African prisoners by hitting them 
several times with a cane, slapping, kneeing and 
throttling them.

In evidence against him another constable, Solomon 
Mere, said: “We arrived at Leeudoringstad at 11:25 
p.m. Nel drove into a back yard of a house from which 
the sound of music was heard. I came to the con
clusion Nel was going to a party.

“He got back into the police van at 1:15 a.m. 
smelling strongly of liquor. On our way back Nel 
said that we had to call at Dominion Reefs, as he 
wanted to “pick up a few quick cases.” He stopped 
at a house and went into the servant’s quarters 
where we found several Africans in a room. Nel 
told me to stand guard at the door while he awaken
ed the (White) owner of the house. The owner said 
that only one African had permission to sleep on 
the premises. “ . . . Nel started hitting the Africans 
with his cane . . . Later he asked the prisoners if 
they knew of any other Africans sleeping illegally 
in servant’s quarters. They said they did not.

“He then ordered one of the Africans to get out 
and told him to lean against the police van with his 
hands above his head. He then started caning the 
man.” Nel was fined 10 pounds on each charge.

The man is nervous because the Board is hearing 
his appeal against his classification, and all the 
most important things in his life are at stake.

In front of him sits the advocate, Mr. Brian 
Bamford, and the attorney, Miss Vivian Malan, who 
will argue his case. To the right sits a lawyer rep
resenting the State.

Across the room, behind a row of tables sits 
the tribunal which will decide the man’s race. The 
chairman is Mr. A. Barnard, a practising advocate 
and former magistrate. He is assisted by two re
tired magistrates who sit on either side of him.

The chairman is an amiable, paternal man, who 
starts proceedings by gently requesting the man to 
move a little to the left so that the Board can see 
him.

say, is a White sanctum and if a man’s barber says 
he’s White it must make an impression on the 
Board.

“I cater for Whites only,” says the barber in a 
thick Mediterranean accent. “The appellant has 
been coming to me for about two years and I take 
him for a White person. I don’t know his mother 
and father.”

The State’s representative observes that many 
Colored people live in Salt River. “How do you 
know whether your clients are White?” he asks.

“If a man comes in and he looks White and he is 
nicely dressed I cannot ask him for his identity 
card. I am not a policeman,” says the barber. “I 
get a lot of dark-complexioned customers. As long 
as they look respectable 1 cut their hair.”

Next, a director of companies who employs the 
man as a salesman. He first met the man in 1959 and 
has always regarded Mm as White. Sometimes the 
man has visited his home to discuss business 
over tea and a cigarette. The director’s 
wife has accepted the man as White. On one or two 
occasions they have had lunch together at a White 
restaurant.

Then comes one of the ultimate tests. The director 
tells the Board that the man uses the White lavatory 
at work.

without tMs fact having been reported in the Press 
or becoming common knowledge.

This was revealed for the first time last month 
at a Pretoria Management Committee, when an ap
plication was made by the Union of Jewish Women 
for a new street collection date for White charity. 
Mr. A. Delport, clerk of the Council, revealed that 
the organization’s earlier request had been turned 
down because “they would have collected in aid of 
non-Whites.”

The Hoard decideh

“But now we have an abundance of evidence to show 
that you are accepted as a WMte person,” he says.Seeing Mm is important. For the first question 

which the Board has to decide in order to satisfy 
the terms of the Population Registration Act is 
whether he looks White.

i^awyer* to be dingualifiedPlain to hpo *
Suppression of CommuMsm Amendment Bill 

which has been introduced in the Squüj Afrwan 
Parliament will) disqualify “named” Commums s or 
oersons < nvieufd of CommuMsm Act from pi actismg as advocate^ Jiornevs, notaries or conveyance! s.

The BU- ’u also empower tne Minister to pro
hibit t .Communists from receiving direct
benefit of my k>j from an>' organization specified 
in the Cover -inert1 Gazette without the consent of the 
x^th la- tr.«tti. Such order may also
Mnustei oi a 'Vy^'from participating in any way 
prolubit such v erV' uiy organization so specified.
f The existing lJIL»1» ™>pmvers the I«mister to 
prohibit “named’-’ J*ojn 0'rganizations.
fice-bearers or me de signed to deal with or-

The new provisk Aid, which has been
ganizations such as L'l^ization. ... .
declared an illegal orT“| , :.-e “named” byjhe Mims- 

(Note: “CommuMsts-'V.««-B 1-ecourse
ter of Justice. A “nanfk~*tfÜI^H Powers of 
to law, as the Minis? I 
“naming.”) _-1

TheIn simple, lucid words the Chairman explains the 
law to the man. As he speaks he and the other two 
Board members gaze at the man across the room.

The Chairman describes the first requirement of 
White status. “Some-one must be obviously White. 
It must be plain to see,” he says.

Then it depends on whether he is generally ac
cepted as White, where he lives, where he works, 
where he worships, where his children go to school.

A few more minutes and the first hurdle has been 
crossed. The Board has decided that the man looks 
White. It took about eight minutes.

Pretoria hcc* Afriean 
drink Titk white*

Police temporarily suspended the liquor law< at 
a Pretoria hotel one day last month to allow Mr. 
Abel Sikunane, Principal in the Botswana Ministry 
of Home Affairs, to drink with Ms White colleagues 
who were accompanying him on a delegation from 
Botswana.

Mr. Willem Olivier, the hotel manager where Mr. 
Sikunane stayed, told reporters that it was not the 
first time that a non-White had slept in the hotel. 
“We are prepared to accept people of standing,” 
he- Laid. “This is done discreetly. Of course, unless 
tJieie has been a sPecial arrangement with the 
Policed no ll(luor can be served.” •

Friend* and wife
The renpectahie barber

A cafe proprietor enters the witness box. He has 
known the man for twenty years and has always 
taken Mm to be White. They were children together 
and lived on the same street. It was occupied by 
both Whites and Coloreds. The man lived at the 
White end, he says. The man’s mother was White 
and his father “very WMte.”

\ “Now the question of acceptance must be de
cided,” says the chairman.

The first witness to testify for the man is a barber 
from Salt River. Lawyers regard hairdressers as 
among the best witnesses. The barber’s shop, they

4
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2nd Period Surge Defeats Dal J-V Tigers Bury *

SMU in Studley MudBy GUY MASLAND He came out of his net just enough to cut down the 
angle on a S.M.U. breakaway forcing the opposition 
to shoot wide. Budieski was called for interference 
at 11:43 but the ever dangerous Bob Stoddard got 
the puck and moved in on a semi-breakaway letting 
a hard slapshot go from thirty-five feet, however 
Decker made the save. S.M.U. then pressured the 
short-handed Tigers at 13:09 Mike Hornby finally 
blinked the light behind Sieniewicz who had no 
chance on the goal.

S.M.U. SCORES WHILE SHORT-HANDED

SECOND PERIOD “DISASTROUS” FOR DAL
Dal started the second period on a power play 

and Nelson missed by inches on a backboard soon 
after the whistle. At 3:14 Wilson received another 
boarding penalty and half a minute later Brian 
O’Byrne, was called for interference. With two 
advantage here was Dal’s opportunity to tie the 
game up but their efforts were unsuccessful as goalie 
Decker was stupendous between the pipes for S.M.U. 
With both teams at full strength it was “Curly” 
Gordon again who took a pass in his own zone from 
O’Byrne, skated the length of the ice, and fired a 
hard high slapshot into the top left corner of the 
net from just inside the blueline. Sieniewicz seemed 
slow on the play but was partially screened by his 
defence. Moments later Colavecchia turned 
great burst of speed as he outskated the S.M.U. de
fence only to have Decker foil him on a great play.

scored S.M.U.’s fifth goal from 
picking up the assist. Sieniewicz made several good 
stops from close but it looked as if he should have 
smothered the puck earlier as Moore pounced 
the fourth rebound and converted it.

Budreski was nabbed for charging at 13:36 and 
on the power play Gordon let go a hard shot from 
the point tipped in front by Bob Woods. Sieniewicz 
made a good save but Rod Bossy was on the door
step to poke in the rebound. A minute later Wilson 
got around the right side of the Dal defence but 
shot just wide on a good effort.

SIENIEWICZ MAKES DAZZLING SAVES

At 17:48 Gordon broke in on a fine pass from 
Bossy but Sieniewicz was equal to the occasion 
as he made another of his great stops with his 
glove hand.

With thirty-three seconds left in the period Tiger’s 
Mike Gardner was caught for interference and it was 
seconds later that Woods back-handed one into the 
open side of the net on passes from Bossy and 
Hornby. Score at the end of two periods: S.M.U 
7 Dal 2.

The St. Mary’s Huskies scored four unanswered 
goals in the second period to defeat a stubborn 
Dalhousie Tigers team 7-3 last Thursday evening 
at the S.M.U. arena. man By DAVE HA R RIG AN

Dalhousie Junior-Football Tigers followed in the 
steps of their big brothers last week as they drove 
the puppies from St. Mary’s into the mud on Studley 
Field. Our freshman team under the guidance of 
coaches Bob Graham and Wes Me A leer, trounced 
the visitors 16-7 in front of a highly partisan Dal
housie gathering.

The first quarter featured a sloshing defensive 
battle with neither side able to get into full gear. 
In the second quarter Dal tailback Bob Hanley waded 
five yards up the middle and into the end zone for 
the first major. The convert was missed as the ball 
disappeared into the quicksand. In the same quarter 
St. Mary’s paddled their way up field and scored 
their only touchdown of the game. They then added 
a single when Ian Thompson was unfortunately caught 
in our end zone. The half ended 7-6 in favor of 
S.M.U.

The second half belonged to the Dalhousie club. 
In the third quarter, defensive captain Jim Youden 
nailed the S.M.U. quarterback in the end zone for

two points. While the Huskies made castles in the 
mud, Tiger fullback Art (A.A.) Ritchie blasted his 
way 65 yards upfield to set up a 19 yard touchdown ** 
run by the now unstuck Ian Thompson. On the 
vert attempt, Tiger quarterback Skip Smith passed 
to end Al Billard to complete the scoring at 16-7.

Despite the rain, mud, and puddles the 
proved to be the best exhibition of J-V football in 
years. Great credit must go to the spirited J-V 
team members who displayed all the characteristics 
that are combining to increase athletic participation 
and spectator enjoyment at Dalhousie.

Finally, anyone finding a buried Huskie on Studley 
Field this winter is asked to return it, collect, to 
the S.M.U. athletic department.

The game started fast as Bob Stoddard picked up 
a stay pass in the S.M.U. zone and just missed the 
corner on a hard backboard shot. Don Nelson re
ceived the first penalty of the game as he was called 
for high sticking at the two minute mark. St. Mary’s 
pressured Dal on the power play but Ron Sieniewicz 
came through with many fine saves.

con-

gameIt was only half a minute after Hornby’s goal 
a scramble in front of the Dal net with Gordon 
that the Huskies’ Ken Wilson was given a minor 
for holding, however Dal’s power play backfired as 
Jim Moore scored from close in with Greg “Curly” 
Gordon drawing the assist as the defence gave the 
puck away in the Dal zone. Carl Boswick scored 
S.M.U.’s third goal as Wilson carried the puck all 
the way up ice before Boswick’s hard slapshot from 
close in caught the lower right corner of the net. 
Sieniewicz had no chance on the play. At 17:05 Tom 
Granthan was given a boarding penalty and just three 
seconds later Moore was caught for the same of
fence so Dal had a two man advantage. It took a 
while to get a sustained drive going but at 18:41 
Don Nelson back-handed the puck by Decker from 
close in with Stoddard and Colavecchia drawing 
assists on the play. With four seconds remaining 
Huskie Ellis was called for roughing and the first 
period ended with St. Mary’s ahead 3-2.

on a
DAL SCORES FIRST

The first goal of the game came when George 
Budreski blocked a S.M.U. shot inside his own blue
line, picked up the puck and carried into the opposing 
zone on a two on one break, he laid a perfect pass 
on Don MacPherson’s stick and Don shipped a hard 
wrist shot from 20 feet to Charlie Deckers right 
that gave Dal a 1-0 lead.

Former Halifax Junior Canadians star Rod Bossy 
was called for boarding at 5:32 but Dal could not 
mount a good attack on the power play. Dal’s Bob 
Colavecchia was given a ten minute misconduct at 
the seven minute mark for arguing when Bob Stoddard 
was knocked down in front of the S.M.U. cage. Two 
minutes later Ron Sieniewicz made a fine play as

At 12:01 Moore

on

“Tigers In 
The Tank”The ir-

SKIERStDal Ski Club
v is Finally 

a
Big Thing!

\
The Dalhousie Tiger and Tigerbelle Swimming 

Teams have been training at the YMCA since the 
middle of October in preparation for their coming 
season. Coach Graham is still looking for swimmers 
for his team and would appreciate anyone with an 
interest or some related experience to contact him 
at the athletic office on University Avenue.

Last year the Tigers won the Ashley A. Colter 
Trophy emblematic of the Maritime Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association Swimming and Diving Champion
ship. Six of their team members travelled to 
Edmonton, Alberta for the third annual Canadian 
National Championship where they placed sixth in 
Canada.

Now Conveniently Located for 
Students in the Downtown Halifax 

•Shopping Area.
AN EXCLUSIVE SKI SHOP

Dave Wilson Ski Shop now open at corner of Grafton & 
Blowers Streets, Halifax. Newest ski clothing styles! Big
gest assortment of skis in Halifax. Complete ski accessories. 
Call in . . . discover this new headquarters for skiers.

THIRD PERIOD DAL’S BEST

The third period was by far the Tiger’s finest. 
They held S.M.U. scoreless although blinking the 
light only once themselves.

HEAD

Dal pressured the Huskies early and Decker was 
forced to make good saves off Kieth Sullivan’s 
backhander and a goal mouth scramble in the second 
minute. A minute later O’Bvrne hit the post behind 
Sieniewicz but the Tigers came right back as John 
Shayer and Doug Rose missed chances close in front. 
Play opened up in the third period with the teams 
battling from end to end producing pleasing hockey 
to a capacity crowd.

After years of 
floundering, the 
Dalhousie Ski Club 
has finally been 
recognized as 
something worth- 
while=

Skiing is now \ 

the sport most 
students do. It is 
the thing to do, the 
thing to be good at, 
and the thing to 
have fun learning.

f-Photo by Brian Miller
The Tigerbelles finished third in the Conference 

Championship last year two points behind the team 
from U.N.B, and twelve behind the eventual winners 
from Mount Allison.

This year both teams should be strong contenders 
for conference honors for although their numbers 
were seriously depleted by graduation or by our 
conference's eligibility regulations, there have been 
some welcome additions to both squads. This column 
will be doing a -Meet the Splashers’ breakdown 
on our team members during the following weeks. 
The Swimming Schedule for the coming season is 
listed below.

OPENING SPECIALS BRIAN PETERS
Save 20% on various items from Dave Wilson’s Went
worth Ski Shop. Sweater, skis, jackets, etc. Limited 
quantity.

Brian Peters is a Charlottetown native. Already he 
has made a good impression in his first two games. 
Brian is unusual in that lie has the speed and agility 
of a small man although he is a solid 184 lb., 6’4” 
forward. He has developed all aspects of the’game 
to a remarkable degree. He dribbles, shoots, passes, 
and plays defence equally well. Most of last year’s’ 
team who attended the Quebec Winter Games 
more than a little amazed when they saw Brian, then 
a highschool “kid”, from P.E.I., displaying his abil
ities against good college teams which were repre- 
senting other provinces. He scored well in every 
game he played. The high scorer for his high school 
team last year, it was a happy day for Coach Yarr 
and Dalhousie when Brian decided to come to Dal in- 
stead of attending St. Dunstan’s. He has a bright 
future ahead of him in this league.

At 6:17 Bob Stoddard cut the S.M.U. margin to 
four on a fine individual effort as he dug the puck 
out from the boards near the Huskies’ blueline, 
skated around the defencemen and tucked the puck 
past the corner past an amazed Charlie Decker 
from an almost impossible angle. Bob Colavecchia 
drew an assist on the play.

"HALIFAX'S FIRST SKI SHOP"
BLOWERS at GRAFTON

(OPPOSITE FLOWER SHOP) were
y DAVE WILSONv

Ski SH0L This great goal really fired up the Tigers as 
they kept the puck in the St. Mary’s zone constantly 
for about four minutes. Decker had to be sharp 
on a hard backhand by Jim Ilurlow. S.M.U.’s Joe 
Chisholm was given a roughing penalty at 7:28 but 
Dal still couldn’t find the range.

\
» »

The second weekend after Christmas, the club is invading 
Martock, by bus, for two days of snow fun. Everyone will 
Stay at the Dal Ski House at Martock which has a new 
stereo system.

Both Saturday and Sunday there will be slalom and 
obstacle course races for new racers as well as the old pros. 
Costs will be minimum. Bring your own food and drink. 
Saturday night costs $1.00.

Saturday, December 2 -

At. the ten minute mark Sieniewicz made good 
saves on Bossy and Woods while moments later 
Hornby hit the left post on a hard drive. Play was 
wide open as Stoddard forced Decker to make a 
good stop as he waltzed in on top of the S.M.U. 
goalie. After Sieniewicz had stopped Gordon on a 
partial breakaway MacPherson was called for hook
ing. With Nelson and Colavecchia up front Dal 
seemed to have the Huskie’s power play in check 
until Rick Fraughton bounced one off the post from 
near the boards on a shot which seemed to fool 
Sieniewicz as he didn’t move on it. S.M.U. put on 
pressure towards the end of the penalty but a 
whistle relieved it just as MacPherson returned 
to the ice.

Dalhousie Relay Carnival 
At CFBShearwater 8:30p.m.

Saturday, December 9 -

Acadia and Dalhousie 
At Halifax YWCA 8:00 p.m. "

Friday, January 12 -
ALL WELCOME 

Even come and watch.
I

U.N.B. and Mount Allison 
At CFB Shearwater

Friday, January 18 - 
& Saturday, January 19-Sieniewicz stopped Gordon on a clear breakaway 

then Glen Dickie was called for boarding at 18:16. 
The Dal goalie made a great stop off a very hard 
slapshot from the point by Moore. With thirty-five 
seconds left and St. Mary’s exerting pressure Wilson 
was caught high sticking and sent off for the duration 
of the game. The first buzzer sounded with the 
board reading S.M.U. - 7 Dalhousie - 3.

WANTED McGill, Sir George and York 
In MontrealAFTER EXAMS 

Three girls for orgy by three 
intelligent, passable looking 
guys.
Description required. Write 
to E. Smith, c/o 5389 Victoria 
Road.

Announcement Friday, January 26 -
score-

Memorial of Newfoundland 
At Halifax YWCAto Tuesday, January 30 -

Dalhousie At Acadia
-,

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS PRE-SKI CONDITIONING 
Lower Gym

Me/viy IF ebruary 5-6

Qimtnm! Dalhousie At MemorialThe Northern Miner, the foremost authority 
on Canada's mining industry, now extends to 
students a special yearly subscription rate. 
This weekly mining newspaper published con
tinuously since 1915 has the largest mining 
circulation in the world. It is a valuable 
source of information for those engaged in, 
investing in or selling to the mining industry 
of Canada.
Start reading The Northern Miner each week 
— become acquainted with what's happ 
ing, as it happens, in Canada's fast changing, 
ever expanding mining industry.
J a A e advantage of this special student offer, 

ornplete the coupon below and mail it today.

i
Photo by Brian Miller

February 9 - IRV COHENSTAFF, STUDENTS 

and FACULTYThe Dalhousie At U.N.B.
Irv Cohen may lx? a new face to some Dal fans but 

Irv plâyed for the Tigers two years ago. Last year 
he played for the Schooners and for the Nova Scotia 
Basketball Team which participated in the Quebec 
Winter Games. He is a 6’2”, 160 lb. guard who has 
very quick hands which deflect many opposition pas. 
ses much to their surprise and chagrin. Irv is a good 
shooter who dues not hesitate when the opportunity 
presents itself. This year he is a starter and fans can 
expect to be impressed by his determination and 
hustle at all times. This will be the fifth year that 
Irv has played on the same team with Eric Durnford 
so one can expect a well integrated effort from our 
backcourt.

February 10

STAFF TUESDAYS 12:30 Dalhousie At Mount Allison

of the
Dallnim

Gazette

February 23 - 24STAFF and FACULTY
MWIAA and MIA A Cham
pionships At U.N.B.ONLYen-

WEDNESDAY 4:30 March 8-9

CIAU Championships 
In Hamilton

TRortbmt flflmer* DIANAWISHES Shane’s Men’s Shop GOING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS??Canada’s National

77 RIVER STREET

| Mining Newspaper 
TORONTO 2, ONTARIO- EVERYONE GROUP DISCOUNT RATES AVAILABLE 

FOR TRAVEL BY AIR OR RAILSWEETS STUDENTS

Ltd.A
North! S6/w me °T6 * ear's j subscription Northern Miner at the i j . l •

$5.00. Remittance end t f ^ ^

am

5970
Spring Garden Rd

CALLto Tit
rate of

OUR OFFICE 454-0653

SAFE 5494 Spring Garden Road, Halifax IS THE TIME TO MAKE THAT 
IMPORTANT RESERVATIONNOWand Where Dad and Mom 

used to eat 
Now where 

daughter and son 
meet to eat.

OUR TICKET BY MAIL SERVICE 
FOR SPEED AND CONVENIENCEFINEST It tIEVS Hi:IKItli tPPIREI 

M DISCOUNT 
TO ALL STUDENTS

USEC:ly

HAPPY iProvince

ANNAPOLIS TRAVEL LTD.chool Attend

»-F.T

HOLIDAY 1090 QUEEN ST.
SOBEYS SHOPPING PLAZA HALIFAX

Year of GraduationX

lJ 11
I
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SHE“Cheap” Goals Down Dal 6-4 Let’s Talk 
Sports HAVEBy GUY MASLAND

A couple of ‘-'cheap” goals and one or two fatal 
defensive errors gave St. Dunstan’s Saints a 5-0 
lead after two periods, and it proved insurmountable 
although Dal rallied with four third period goals.

The Tigers started briskly with Colavecchia, 
Rose and Shayer just missing on good chances in 
the second minute. Moments later the Saints’ Allan 
!• lood hit the post on a three on one break with 
Sieniewicz caught in ‘no man’s land’. At 6:25 Rick 
O Donnell put St. Dunstan’s ahead to stay as he 
was beautifully set up by Carson on a two on one 
break. He took a pass in the open put a move on 
Sieniewicz and tucked the puck into the left corner 
of the net. Defenceman Wayne MacDougall drew 
the other assist on the play. Two minutes later 
Bob Stoddard missed a good chance in front on a 
shot by MacRitchie. At the mid-way point of the 
period Don MacPherson sent Jim Hurlow in alone 
on a spectacular pass, but he was in too close and 
couldn’t get a good shot away. Seconds later Sien
iewicz came up with one of his many saves on a 
shot by McCarville from close in.

At 11:59 O’Donnell scored his second goal of the 
game as he let a slapshot go from thirty feet. 
Defenceman Keith Sullivan put out his glove to stop 
the shot but deflected it past an amazed Sieniewicz 
who had no chance to recover.

At 17:59 Wayne MacDougall received the first 
penalty of the game as he was caught holding 
George Budreski 9long the boards. Dal had good 
pressure on S.D.U. during the power play as Bob 
Colavecchia just missed the corner on a 20 foot 
slapshot. Ninety second later Glen Dickie was 
called for hooking behind the Dal cage. St. Dunstan’s 
had a couple of good scoring opportunities then 
Colavecchia broke away with a three on one break. 
However he failed to pass the puck and muffed what 
could have been an easy goal for Dal. Dal outshot 
the Saints in the first period 18-12. However the 
scoreboard read St. Dunstan’s 2 Dalhousie 0.

HA TRICK FOR O’DONNELL
The second stanza opened with Nelson and Cola

vecchia doing a fine job of penalty killing. However 
with both teams at full strength Rick O’Donnell 
completed a genuine hatrick assisted by Flood, 
as he let a weak shot go that Sieniewicz let by 
underneath his stick. Nine second later MacDougall 
was called for tripping and the Tigers had a chance 
to get back into the game. But it was the dangerous 
duo of O’Donnell and Flood killing the penalty for 
S.D.U. and Dal’s power play failed to materialize.

MY
with Gary Holt PROBLEMA HOCKEY OR WHAT

Last week I watched the Hockey Tigers play six 
periods of what I guess they feel is hockey. Out of 
six periods, in only one did they play up to their 
potential. This was the third period in the game 
Sunday against St. Dunstans. Up to that point I was 
wondering if they were really certain that they wanted 
to play hockey. Here is a question for each Dal
housie hockey player. Do you really want to play- 
hockey? If you do it definitely did not look like it 
on Thursday night at St. Mary’s or for two periods 
Sunday.

I guess that between the second and third periods 
on Sunday something happened. There was a com
plete reversal of form. Up to that point, it had been 
impossible to pick individuals because no one was 
playing well. In the third period it was again nearly 
as difficult, everyone seemed to be playing well.

There is on exception to the statement that no one 
played well. He would be goal-tender Ron Sieniewicz. 
If it had not been for his great play the Huskies could 
easily have scored seven more goals. They had the 
opportunities. Several times Sieniewicz stopped 
point blank shots from S.M.U. players who were 
left uncovered in front of the Dal net by a defensive 
corp that looked as if they were afraid to hit anyone.

It was the same story on Sunday for two periods 
as St. Dunstan’s could easily have added up 3 or 4 
more goals on several excellent opportunities on 
which Sieniewicz came up with great saves.

Credit is due everyone for the third period as a 
fine effort showed that the team is capable of scoring- 
goals and of playing a little heads-up defence.

Now that this ability that they have been keeping 
so well hidden is in the open they may go on to win 
some games this season, but only if they do not be
come so secretive about their ability again.
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*SDU’s Rick O’Donnell (9) scores his first of three goals as he con
verts a pass from Bill Carson (15)0 Dal defenseman Mike Gardner (15) 
is too late to stop him.f

> Mike Gardner was sent to the sin bin at 3:40 for 
tripping but the Saints failed to capitalize.

With both teams back at full strength Gardner 
set up Rose in front with a great effort but he was 
too slow to shoot and failed to get the shot away. 
Allan Flood put St. Dunstan’s ahead 4-0 on a 
thirty foot wrist shot from a bad angle at 8:50. 
The puck hit both posts and just ended up a few 
inches over the line. Sieniewicz did not move on 
the play as if he had misjudged the shot. He looked 
weak on a similar shot against S.M.U. on Thursday 
as he failed to move on a bad angle shot from the 
boards on his left. However that shot hit the post 
and bounced out.

vecchia also drawing an assist. Dal continued to 
apply pressure as George Budreski made a fine 
play in going around the SDU defence only to 
have the puck hit the post and foil his valiant 
effort. At 4:20 Brown and Walker were sent off 
for roughing but neither team could capitalize. 
Just as the penalties were up Colavecchia was 
tripped as he was in all alone on McQuaid but 
no penalty was called. Second later the Saints’ 
Rex McCarville was set up beautifully on a three 
on one break but Sieniewicz was equal to the task 
as he made a dazzling save. St. Dunstan’s widened 
their margin at 8:40 as Bill Leclair scored un- 
asisted on a fatal mistake by defenceman Jim 
Harlow.

Do all girls have my problem?
Do they really? Of course they do! 
That's one comforting factor. But 
there’s another one. It doesn’t have 
to he such a problem really. At 
least if you’re thinking about those 
annoying days of the month. Every 
girl goes through them. But every 
girl doesn’t necessarily suffer 
through them. Not with Tampax 
tampons. They’re the easy way. 
You might even call them a girl’s 
salvation. No matter what her age. 
They're worn internally, which 
means no belts, no pins, no pads, 
no odor. I am pax tampons and 
their container-applicators are 
readily disposable. They save you 
from all your previous worries 
and embarrassment. Nothing can 
show no one can know. Tampax 
tampons. Fry them today and 
cross one more problem olT your 
list ! Available in 3 absorbency- 
sizes— Regular. Super and Junior 
wherever such products are sold. 
Just tuck them away in your 
purse or desk.

f
Tigers in U.S.

By Alex SHAW
This week-end the Varsity Basketball team travels 

to Houston, Main where they will participate in Rick
er College’s Potato Classic. This will be the second 
appearance in that tournament for the Dal team. It 
was three years ago that Dal made their first ap
pearance in the Classic and Larry Archibald, at that 
time a 5’6” Dal rookie broke the single game tour
nament scoring record with 33 points and won the 
Most Valuable Player award for the tournament.

Dal’s first game is against New Haven College 
which is one of the best small college teams in the 
U.S, Last year they had a so so year yet were able 
to beat St. Mary’s by 40 points. They have only lost 
8 games in three years. The other teams in the tour, 
nament are Belknap College from New Hampshire 
and the sponsoring Ricker Bulldogs.

>

DAL NOT SHOOTING ENOUGH
The Tigers had only ONE shot on the opposition’s 

goal in the first nineteen and a half minutes of the 
second period; they had many chances to shoot but 
did not make use of them. YOU CAN’T SCORE 
WITHOUT SHOOTING!

At the twelve minute mark S.D.U. had a four man 
break but Dal recovered from it’s defensive lapse 
in time to thwart the dangerous attack. Ten seconds 
later Colavecchia was given a two minute minor 
for playing with a broken stick. Seconds later 
MacDougall was caught holding. Neither team could 
capitalize, until at 14:08 with the Saints holding a 
four three advantage in manpower after Stoddard 
was sent off for tripping, Bill Carson waltzed 
right in on Sieniewicz who made a good stop. 
But Glen Dickie failed to cover up on the rebound 
and S.D.U. captain Maurice Roy was the man on 
the spot to bang the puck home. Jim Hurlow was 
given a charging penalty at 17:41 but Sieniewicz 
came up with some dazzling saves to stop St. 
Dunstan’s from adding to their lead. With thirty 
seconds left in the period Joey Brown was called 
for slashing but Dal couldn’t take advantage as the 
second period ended with the score St. Dunstan’s 
5 Dalhousie 0. It must be noted that we had the 
pathetic total of three shots on goal in the middle 
stanza as compared to 13 for S.D.U.

HEY! THEYCANPLAY HOCKEY!
Dal came out for the third period and finally 

began to play like a hockey team. If only they 
could play up to this true form for 60 minutes a 
game, there’s no reason why they couldn’t be 
near the top of the league.

After only ten second of play MacRitchie and 
Dennis Affleck were given the thumb for high- 
sticking by referee Ray Jollimore. Than at the 
0:55 mark Bob Stoddard showed why you must 
keep shooting to score, as he let go a bouncing 
slapshot from outside the blue line that eluded 
goalie Carl McQuaid to cut the Saint’s lead by 
one. Mike Gardner drew the assist. Only fifteen 
seconds later Keith Sullivan converted a Stoddard 
pass-out into the Tigers’ second goals with Cola-

DAL RALLIES FOR TWO MORE TALLIES.
Big Hugh MacRitchie scored a spectacular goal 

at 9;16 on a fine individual effort, as he took a 
Don Nelson pass at his own blueline, skated up 
the right wing and around the Saints’ defence 
and finished the play off by jabbing the puck under 
McQuaid to give the Tigers a faint glimmer of 
hope. A minute later Dal was again pressuring 
SDU as McQuaid had lost his stick. However, a 
charging penalty to Stoddard snuffed out any chance 
we had of taking advantage of the situation.

The power play at least saw the Island team 
come to life in this final stanza but goalie Sienie
wicz capably handled anything they fired at him. 
Dal’s Hurlow made a fine play as he broke up an 
SDU attack single-handedly, carried the puck up 
ice and let go a dangerous backhand drive at 
McQuaid. At 14.59 Barry Turner was sent to the 
box for elbowing Sullivan in the Dal zone. On the 
power play McQuaid made a great save on Sullivan 
from close in, and he was not beaten again until 
Colavecchia banged home his own rebound with 
twenty-nine seconds remaining in the game on a 
centering pass from Don MacPherson to make 
the final score Saint Dunstan’s Saints 6, Dalhousie 
Tigers 4.

The Tigers outshot SDU by a wide margin in the 
final period 24-8 as was evident by their four goals 
— although they could have had several more with 
a little finesse around the Saints' goal. Dal had 
44 shots on goal in the game compared to 33 for 
St. Dunstan’s.
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have put together solid periods of hockey in the 
final period of each game. This shows their superior 
conditioning but why can’t they get untracked earlier 
and play up to their true potential for a full sixty 
minutes?

Bob Stoddard gets the nod for “Tiger Of The 
Week” because of his hand in four of Dal’s 
goals. He tallied twice and assisted twice in proving 
that his hustling style of play with an emphasis 
on shooting whenever possible is the only way to 
score goals. If more people on the team played 
this brand of hockey the team would surely start 
to win games.
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DEVELOPED BY A DOCTOR 
NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN 

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY 

CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.. 

BARRIE. ONTARIO

GJlje“SLAP SHOTS”
When interviewed directly following the game 

Coach Gerry Walford had this to say: “We deserved 
to lose. If we’re going to play like this for two 
periods we don’t deserve to win”.

Until they stop going through the motions they’ll 
never win. I’m disappointed in the team, they’re 
a one period club!” Do you plan any major changes 
for the next game? — “Yeah, maybe eighteen of 
them!”

From what I’ve seen of this team so far they

»
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Tiger Hugh McRitchie in hot pursuit 
of the puck as Dal defenceman Keith 
Sullivan and an unidentified SDU 
player look on.
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\COMING
EVENTS

ISKI TEAM i j Vi

CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL.z Meeting
GYM CLASSROOM

ALL DOWN HILL, SLALOM 
AND

CROSS COUNTRY SKIERS

Welcome
FRIDAY AT 4:30

Fournie Models 
Needed

for photography
Fun but no pay.

Contact 

RON SIEGEL 
Dept, of Psychology

i
from

| CANADIAN AND EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS

—The Shop of Distinction—

— 10% Student Discount —
I Thursday, Nov. 30

STUDENT & PUBLIC SKATING, Dalhousie 
Rink, free to holders of Student cards, 8:30 
p.m. No racing skates permitted.

Saturday, Dec. 2
Varsity SWIMMING - Acadia at Dalhousie - 
2:00 p.m.

5469 SPRING GARDEN RD. 
Phone 423-8755, <

T.A. KICKING PROP.*
r

CROSS COUNTRY REQUIRES 
DESIRE AND AMBITION 

SKILLS WILL BE TAUGHT

*

t&SKI SHOPI

STUDENT & PUBLIC SKATING, Dalhousie 
Rink, 3:30 p.m. Admission free to holders 
of student cards. No racing skates allowed.

(For The Discriminating Skier ;

6238 QUINPOOL ROADWRESTLING
PHONE: 422-8331Varsity HOCKEY - Dalhousie at Mount Al

lison - 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 5

STUDENT & PUBLIC SKATING, Dalhousie 
Rink, 8:30 p.m. Admission free to holders 
of student cards. No racing skates allowed.

TEAM Handling:*

[Anyone interested in wrest
ling as recreation or on In
tercollegiate Level is invited 
to see Mr. Harvey Scott at 
6209 University.

SKIS Fischer
Sohler
Kastle

PC .ES (Scott-Poles)

BOOTS Le Trappeur 
Reiker 
Humanic

Instructors on duty to heap v“loose the best 
equipment for your personal needs and abilities.

Beginners* sets including s is, bindings, 
poles, and boots for as little $65.00.

BINDINGS Tyrolia 
M arker 
Look NevadaExperience is not neces

sary. Weight ranges 123, 137, 
147, 157, 167, 177, 191 and 
Heavyweight. BUND'S BREWERIES\ vile

iltor.
.buted

1
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this Christmas

there’s so much more for you at

/ V

EATON'S
*l *

\
Store Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday 9:00 a,m. to 5:30 p.m.
Thursday and Friday 9:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Telephone 455-2525 24 hours daily except Sunday to place your order from store or catalogue 
Call 454-8511 during regular store hours concerning general store business.
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